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KQMon was deteted as a variable star by Ho�meister (1943). It reeived a �rstlassi�ation as an irregular variable with the spetral type of a arbon star (Cameron &Nassau 1956), whih was hanged to a atalysmi variable of UXUMa subtype by Sion &Guinan (1982) who disussed IUE spetra of this objet. The latter authors also disussparallel high speed photometry, whih showed variation in the form of low amplitudeikering, but no apparent orbital modulation. This lassi�ation was later on�rmed byZwitter & Munari (1994) whose optial spetrum of KQMon shows a blue ontinuum anda strong H� emission line. Hoard et al. (2002) identi�ed the objet in the 2MASS surveyand found that it is a lose visual triple star whih was resolved in the 2MASS images.This might explain the earlier ambiguous spetral lassi�ation.In the framework of the REU (Researh Experienes for Undergraduates) observationampaign at CTIO (Cerro Tololo Inter-Amerian Observatory) in February 2004, weperformed time-resolved medium resolution spetrosopy of KQMon with the aim ofobtaining its orbital period.We observed the objet in two nights with the R-C spetrograph at the 1.5m telesopeat CTIO, overing about 8.5 h in total (see Table 1 for details on the observations).Standard data redution was performed with IRAF inluding bias and at�eld orretionand wavelength alibration. The spetra have a FWHM resolution of 0.26 nm and aspetral range of 590{710 nm, thus inluding the H� emission line. No ux alibrationhas been performed. All subsequent analysis of the data has been done using MIDAS.We have averaged the individual spetra, for eah pixel disregarding the ten valuesfarthest from the median value. The resulting average spetrum of KQMon is plottedin Fig. 1. It mainly shows a narrow (FWHM = 1.068(2) nm) H� emission line with an
Table 1: Observational details of the individual spetra.Date & UT at start of �rst exposure number of exposures individual exposure time [s℄2004-02-08 01:18:38 5 6002004-02-08 02:17:59 41 3002004-02-11 00:19:49 23 300
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equivalent width of -0.46(3) nm. Some absorption features might be due to the seondarystar. No low exitation emission lines are found in the spetrum, thus on�rming theprevious lassi�ation as UXUMa type star.

Figure 1. The average spetrum of KQMon.

Figure 2. The radial veloities are plotted against the time of their observation.
The radial veloities have been determined by �tting a broad Gaussian to the H�emission line in the individual spetra. They have been orreted for the motion ofthe observer towards the objet. In Fig. 2 the radial veloities are plotted against thehelioentri Julian date. A lear sinusoidal variation is seen in the data.We have used the Sargle algorithm (Sargle, 1982) and the analysis-of-variane method(Shwarzenberg-Czerny, 1989) as implemented in MIDAS, to �nd the period in the radialveloities. The resulting periodograms are plotted in Fig. 3. From these we derive fourpossible values for the orbital period at 2.83(4) h, 2.95(4) h, 3.08(4) h, and 3.22(5) h, themost probable alias being the period P = 3:08(4) h.Using this value for the orbital period and arbitrarily setting the �rst data point(HJD = 2453043.5626) to � = 0, we have derived the orbital phase for the time ofthe observations. In Fig. 4, the radial veloities are plotted against this orbital phase.They were �tted using a minimum of variane method on the sinusoidal �tting funtionv(�) =  +K1 � sin (2� (�+ 0:5� �0)) (1)
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Figure 3. The periodograms of the radial veloities are alulated by Sargle and AOV method, seetext for details.
where v is the measured radial veloity and � the orbital phase as derived above. The�tting parameters are the system veloity , the semi-amplitude K1 of the radial veloity,and the phase shift �0 for the red-to-blue rossing on the veloity urve whih in theabsene of disrete emission soures in the dis orresponds to the inferior onjuntion ofthe seondary.

Figure 4. The radial veloities are plotted against the orbital phase with respet to the periodP = 3:08 h, the �rst data point being arbitrarily set to phase zero. The best sinusoidal �t is overplotted.
The stability of the �t has been tested using Monte-Carlo simulations whih also yieldthe unertainties of the individual quantities. We thus derive the following parameters: = 56� 2 km/s, K1 = 50� 2 km/s, and �0 = 0:111� 0:008.An orbital period P = 3:08 h would plae KQMon at a position just above the periodgap for atalysmi variables. Novalike variables in this period bin tend to be strongandidates for being physial SWSex type stars (G�ansike, 2005; Rodr��guez{Gil 2005).We did �nd some hints for variable high veloity wings in the individual spetra of KQMon
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whih would on�rm this lassi�ation, but the S/N is not suÆient for an unambiguousstatement on the presene of this feature. Furthermore, the presene of absorption featuresin the average spetrum might hint towards KQMon being a magneti system.We onlude that further data are needed to a) on�rm the present hoie of the orbitalperiod and b) to asertain a possible magneti and/or SWSex type nature of KQMon.
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